The Photovoltaic technology has shown remarkable development in last few years but still lot of research is required to increase the energy yield and reduce solar electricity cost. Even a small increase in energy yield can lead to improved photovoltaic power plant performance and significant reduction in solar generated electricity cost. Evaluating real time data for determining the plants performance plays significant role as it is the climatic conditions which directly affect the power output and evaluating the climatic conditions that can lead to increase the energy yield can bring revolution in the field of solar photovoltaic. This paper evaluates simultaneous effect and role of irradiance and cell temperature on the dc voltage, dc current and dc power, the key determinant of energy yield based on the real field data set of 5 MW grid connected Solar Photovoltaic power plant of Western Rajasthan. It brings forward for the first time ever that high cell temperature plays defining positive role in increasing the energy yield and consequently improving the plant's performance in contrast to literature and research papers.
INTRODUCTION
The plant performance is directly related to the energy yield, higher the energy yield, higher is the electricity generation and consequently better the plant's performance. The energy yield depends upon the dc power which in turn depends upon the dc voltage and dc current. These technological parameters viz dc voltage, dc current and dc power depend upon two most important climatic factors, the irradiance and the cell temperature. This paper evaluates relative effect and role of irradiance and cell temperature acting simultaneously on the technological parameters and in turn the energy yield as shown in figure 1.
Literature and research papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] show that efficiency and dc power output decrease with increase in cell temperature. Even the manufacturers specify negative temperature coefficient for dc voltage and dc power and positive temperature coefficient for current, with respect to 25 o C cell temperature. Few researchers show energy yield in summer is more as compared to winters although efficiency decreases with increase in temperature [9, 10] . Ciprian et al investigated a grid connected photovoltaic system of Iasi, Romania and found energy yield in summer was far greater than winters [11] . Mazzeo et al. showed that electricity production was more in summers compared to winters and was maximum between 12:00 to 14:00, at the time of maximum irradiance clearly showing production increases with increasing irradiance [12] . Attari et al. showed production in summer was more compared to winters for sites located in north of Morocco [13] . Few researchers showed that irradiance outweighs the negative effect of temperature leading to much higher energy yield in summers as compared to winters [14, 15, 16, 17] .
However, Bhattacharya et al. showed positive effect of ambient temperature in 20-38 o C range on efficiency of a monocrystalline plant installed in Tripura [18] . Touati et. al. showed that Mono-crystalline and Amorphous solar photovoltaic module gives best performance at low humidity and cell temperature around 40 o C for the climatic conditions of Qatar [19] . Garg, JB showed positive effect of ambient and cell temperature on dc voltage up to 38 o C and 50 o C respectively [20] . In another paper [21] Garg, JB showed significant positive effect of cell temperature in 49 o C to 62 o C range and that V dc attains nearly constant and high value only at high cell temperature. Garg, JB also showed that significant dc power is obtained only at high cell temperature [22] .
However, relative contribution and role of cell temperature and irradiance acting simultaneously on dc voltage, dc current and dc power, the key determinant of energy yield and consequently the plant's performance has not been considered so far. This paper evaluates the relative contribution and role of irradiance and temperature on dc voltage, dc current and dc power for the real field data and brings forward the most vital fact for the first time ever that the cell temperature plays defining positive role in high energy yield in contrast to literature and research papers all which show negative effect of cell temperature greater than 25 o C. The plant's performance depends directly upon the dc energy yield and so the performance evaluation of SPV (Solar Photovoltaic) power plant of Western Rajasthan is based dc side energy yield and inverter efficiency has not been considered.
METHODOLOGY
The analysis is carried out on the data set of a grid connected 5 MW multicrystalline PV power plant located at Ramgarh, district Jaisalmer of Western Rajasthan. The data set is recorded at an interval of 15 minutes interval and is evaluated in the time interval extending from 7:00am in morning to 6:00pm in the evening. The module specifications at STC (Standard Test Conditions) are shown in table 1. 
2.6
The effect of dust, wind, humidity and other environmental parameters has not been considered.
2.7
Variation with ambient temperature is not considered as it has been shown [21] that and dc voltage varies in accordance to cell temperature and not ambient temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS
To analyse the role of cell temperature on V dc , I dc , P dc and energy yield, the simultaneous effect of cell temperature and irradiance is observed by plotting variation of various parameters viz POA, cell temperature, V dc , I dc and P dc with respect to time.
Variation of V dc , POA, cell temperature, I dc and P dc with time for post monsoon season
The variations in V dc , POA, P dc and cell temperature with respect to time for11 th September and 18 th October 2015 are shown in figure 2 
Variation of V dc , POA, cell temperature, I dc and P dc with time for winter season
The cell temperature varies in direct proportion to POA. In winters high POA is obtained for very short duration and correspondingly cell temperature is also low. Graphs depicting variations in V dc , POA, P dc and cell temperature with respect to time are shown in figure 6, 7 and 8 for 13 th November, 22 nd December 2015 and 8 th January 2016 respectively. Variations in I dc , POA and cell temperature with respect to time are shown in figure 9, 10 and 11 for13 th November, 22 nd December 2015 and 8 th January 2016 respectively. The time duration for which V dc is constant in winter season is evaluated in In November V dc is nearly constant for very short duration of about 2 hours 20 minutes when the cell temperature is comparatively higher (47-48 o C) and drops to 76.7% of its rated value at cell temperature 48 o C shown vide figure 6. In the month of December and January, the cell temperature is very low, around 40-43 o C, V dc does not reach point of saturation and so constant value of V dc is not maintained and P dc varies in accordance to V dc as can be observed from figure 7 and 8. The current varies in direct proportion to POA shown vide figure 9,10 and 11 with no significant effect of cell temperature.
Variation of V dc , POA, cell temperature, I dc and P dc with time for spring season
The temperature is moderate varying from 40-53 o C with high POA for reasonable duration. 
Variation of V dc , POA, cell temperature, I dc and P dc with time for summers
Although June to August are in general rainy season but sometimes it rains only in July and August. The day considered for analysis, 4 th June and 11 th July represents clear sunny day and so have been considered in summer season. The variations in V dc , POA, P dc and cell temperature with respect to time for 12 th April, 13 th May, 4 th June and 11 th July are shown in figure 16, 17, 18 
RESULTS
The dc power is product of dc voltage and dc current. I dc varies in direct proportion to POA as verified vide figure 4,5, 9-11, 14,15 and 20-23. The variations in POA are substantial compared to variations in cell temperature, the result is that positive effect of cell temperature on I dc is visible only at nearly constant POA that is when variations in cell temperature are significant compared to variations in POA.
The voltage variations are dominated by cell temperature becoming independent of POA at high cell temperature and since the dc power is affected substantially by voltage variation rather than current variations it can be concluded that high cell temperature has defining positive role on dc power and high energy yield in contrast to literature and research papers all which show negative effect of cell temperature.
However, despite the defining positive role of high cell temperature the importance of irradiance cannot be overlooked. Once V dc attains constant high value it is the irradiance that plays the dominating role with the dc power varying in direct proportion to POA. Thus, although cell temperature plays the defining positive role but both high cell temperature and high irradiance are essential for high dc power and correspondingly energy yield.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of multicrystalline solar PV module for the climatic conditions of Western Rajasthan shows cell temperature plays defining positive role on the high average dc power and high energy yield in contrast to literature and research papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Although maximum dc power is achieved at average cell temperature of 38.28 o C but maximum average power and corresponding maximum energy yield is obtained at higher average cell temperature greater than 51 o C. Voltage variations are more significant compared to current variations and as voltage variations are governed by cell temperature, current variations are governed by irradiance, high and nearly constant V dc is obtained only at high cell temperature, the result is that dc power varies in direct proportion to POA only after V dc attains nearly high constant value. Further, higher the cell temperature, higher is the average dc voltage and higher is the corresponding energy yield even if POA is comparatively lower signifying the defining positive role of cell temperature in contrast to literature and research papers. The analysis of real field data of Western Rajasthan shows that high cell temperature is the essential requirement and the governing factor in high energy yield bringing forward for the first time ever that cell temperature plays defining positive role on dc power and correspondingly energy yield. As further work simultaneous effect of cell temperature and irradiance on different technological parameters including solar cell conversion efficiency and energy yield needs to be done for large number of days, for various locations of the world and for different types of solar cells.
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